Jinan MISSILE CNC Equipment Co., Ltd
Add: C507 In Hi Tech Square, High-tech Zone, Jinan, Shandong Province, China

Missile Company Shows

Missile is one professional CNC machinery manufacturer in Jinan, China. Our portfolio range from 3 axis
CNC router, 4 axis CNC machine center; ATC CNC router center and Panel furniture production solutions,
dedicated to woodworking, advertising and other applications.
“Customer First, Quality First, After Sales Services First”. All around the world, all around the clock , we are
always here for you !
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Price List
Terms & Conditions
1

Terms of Payment

50% T/T in advance , 50% T/T before delivery
Or 100% T/T in advance
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Delivery Time

Within 45 days after receive yr deposit
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Quality Guarantee
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Validity time

One Years Guarantee: Malfunctions which are caused by machine
itself and
quality
will
be
responsible
for
our
manufacturer. Other malfunctions which are caused by human
operation problems, etc will be responsible for client-self.
The period of validity for this quotation is for 5 weeks.
Service Supporting

1

Before delivering the machine, we will test and adjust it, so you can use it directly when
you get it .
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Operating video & Instructions will be sent to client to help them to use the machine
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All kinds of frequently used parts are supplied from us all the year around.
CNC Router for M2S

Advantage:
*High strength welded bed with tempering aging treatment , five - axis CNC machining center processing ,It
lies in the procession method of the cast iron , cast aluminum parts and the machine frame . All the drilling
and milling are finished by the two sets machinery center which you have saw in our workshop, guarantees
rigidity and precision of the machine .
*These mechanical hardware (cast iron & cast aluminum parts ) are processed by the raw materials directly .
And the marketing doesn’t mark the famous brand for these important mechanical hardware . But they are
vital to the high quality of the entire machine .
*For every procession of every accessories , we will always detect their precision by the professional
instruments , such as the dial indicator for measuring parallelism parallelism ; square box for measuring
vertical degree; deflection instrument for measuring the coaxial degree; feeler for measuring flatness and
roundness for measuring equipment.
*German Herion high precision gear rack , That makes working effects stand out in the industries .
*France reducer and servo motor system to make sure speed and stability .
*The machine equipped the dust cloth , ensure the machine high precision
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Machine parameters
Working Area

1300*2500*200mm

Working Voltage

AC380V

Work table

Vacuum table

Vacuum pump

7.5KW water vacuum pump

Spindle

Ronghua 6KW water cooling spindle

The Spindle Speed

24000 RPM/min

The Inverter

Fuling Inverter

Drive

Leadshine 850W servo motor

Reducer

France Moto reducer

Guide rail

Taiwan TWIN 25mm square guide rail

Control System

High precision German Herion gear rack for X,Y axis
Taiwan Ball Screw for Z axis
NC Studio Control system

Electric Parts

Schneider

Tool sensor

YES

Oil system

Automatic oil system

X,Y,Z Traveling Positioning Accuracy

±0.02mm

X,Y,Z repositioning Accuracy

±0.02mm

Max. Traveling speed

50000mm/min

Max. Working Speed

20000mm/min

Spindle rotating Speed

24000RPM

Command Language

G code , u00 , mmg , PLT , HPG

Software

Artcam，Type3

Transmission
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Machine Details Show

Ronghua 6KW Spindle

German Herion gear rack Leadshine servo

Fuling Inverter

Taiwan TWIN guide rail Vacuum Table

Automatic oil system

Machine Cable

Control box

Tool sensor

Tow chain

France Reducer

Processed Frame

Z axis parts

Atomization
device
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cooling Vacuum pump
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Machine Samples
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Give each CNC an Honorable Identity
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